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DARCO offers complete full service custom manufacturing and sourcing solutions.  Entrusting the oversight of your China 

project will allow your team to focus on what they do best – product development, sales and marketing.  

New to Manufacturing in China?

OutsourcingOutsourcing can be a daunting and complex task, coupled with the physical distance, cultural differences and poor communication.  

Some common complaints we hear about manufacturing in China include deposits vanishing, late shipments and inconsistent quality 

and designs being copied, however, there are also extremely sophisticated factories in China with highly skilled and trained manufac-

turing owners and employees. It is about being able to navigate the cultural and language barriers and having feet on the ground repre-

senting you in country.

There is more to manufacturing then low cost labor and low cost pricing.  There is a responsibility for precise quality control and 

securing long term reliable relationships that can deliver a quality product with an on-time delivery.

Is it right for you?

When done properly, the benefits of manufacturing abroad can be substantial, however, how do you know it is right for you?

First we start with analyzing the requirement of the project. We gather product specifications, target pricing, volume estimates and 

delivery timeframes.  Should the project pass this step we move onto source selection and quotation process.

SourceSource selection starts with us reviewing our current vetted factory partners to see if the project would be a good fit.  Should addi-

tional factories outside our network be needed, those factories undergo a rigorous due diligence and physical inspection process.  A 

competitive bid is requested from each selected source.  Price, quality, and experience are factored into the bid review process.  

A detailed quotation is provided from several sources that covers minimum order quantities, tooling and sampling and produc-

tions timelines.

Currently Manufacturing in China?

Are you currently manufacturing in China and experiencing difficulties?  Quality issues, delays, poor or unanswered communications, 

product failing 3rd party testing are many issues faced when manufacturing overseas.  We offer services from a company that has 

experience is managing staff on the ground and communicating to you the client.  We can help you manage and contain a potentially 

damaging situation to your company’s reputation when not being able to delivered as promised to your customer or end-user. 

Services Provided:

     • Sourcing

     • Factory Selection and due diligence

          • Product Development

     • Negotiation 

     • Sampling

     • Production

     • Quality Assurance/Quality Control

• Physical Inspections

• Shipping

• Factory Visit Audits

• Arrange and Handle Payments

• Monitor and Track Orders

• Factory Relationship Management
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